
Hello there lovely people of Camp Wasaga 

 

Last year, shortly after fall supper camp Wasaga was the victim in a string of robberies in the 

area, In short words they cleaned us out. Although the event was completely heinous and 

extremely inconvenient it allowed us to take a moment to step back and reprioritize what is 

important in terms of the maintenance of our 5 gorgeous acres on the shore of clear lake. For 

years camp has sustained itself mostly with used equipment donated from campers, which was 

fantastic and let us run inexpensively for a very long time.  I can proudly say that with this clean 

sweep of our equipment we have been updated to some of the most efficient and safe tools 

available on the market and what I want to stress is the importance of sustaining this for years to 

come.  Camp Wasaga doesn’t exactly have a major league team of landscapers and masters of 

the janitorial arts that keep the place going, we rely very much on volunteers and help from 

campership, which translates to a lot of people who are inexperienced, underaged or have never 

had to do anything like this before. Having well maintained, easy to use, and most of all safe 

tools at our disposal not only makes it easier to keep Wasaga beautiful for another 50 years, it 

creates time for mentorship and the transfer of knowledge on how to use these tools properly and 

create the next generation of Wardens of our land.   

 

So with that being said, there is lots to do to get camp ready for the 2024 season and even more 

to do to upgrade our facilities for the next generation of Campers.  This year I vow to have the 

biggest and best Camp Wasaga May long work weekend that we have had in recent memory, and 

I invite you all to join if you are ready to give some elbow grease and have a open mind to learn 

what it takes to thrive in riding mountain 

 

Thank you for your time 

Morgan Fiks 

Site Chair of Camp Wasaga 
 


